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“Yara, what are you speaking about.” 

” Exactly how can you talk nonsense when Granny is below.” 

” Shooting your mouth off like that. What rubbish.” 

The loved ones existing did not have a beneficial opinion of Yvonne, they understood how 

much the old girl paid interest to how the family carried itself. 

It was typical to put Yvonne down, however it was bad to speak about such things. 

Yara additionally comprehended the old lady’s attitude toward something. 

She never ever risked to joke about it previously, but she thought she had evidence that 

Yvonne had fallen under Gareth’s hands. Undoubtedly there was nothing incorrect in 

speaking the truth? 

” Why are you all so anxious? 

Will I joke about this kind of thing?” Yara claimed nonchalantly. 

Upon hearing that, the various other loved ones were so surprised that they could not 

maintain their mouths closed. 

She was not joking? Was it true? 

Yvonne did those points with a wild guy! 

” Yara, make yourself clear if you have something to say.” The old woman had a bleak 

personality towards Yara’s question. 

 

She would never ever enable individuals in the Sue family members to engage in such 

corrupt family medicine. If Yvonne actually did such a shameless point, she would drive 

Yvonne out of the Sue family members even if it indicated giving up the partnership with 

Weakriver Property. 

” Harvey knows about this as well. He knows far better than me, also. Grandmother, you 

need to ask Harvey if you wish to know more,” Yara claimed. 

Hearing that, every person’s eyes focused on Harvey. It was not a trivial matter. Once 

confirmed, the Sue family would most definitely cut all connections with Yvonne. 

” Tell me, Harvey, what’s going on?” the old lady asked. 



 

Harvey glanced at Yara. He should have started this issue and it was far better to wait till 

Yvonne brought it up. He did not anticipate Yara to subject it so soon. 

” Grandmother, it’s actually Gareth Chase that’s targeting our Sue family members. 

I had to use up my connections to get through to Gareth and enable Yvonne to talk things 

out with Gareth. I listened to that Yvonne went to Gareth’s farmhouse last evening as well as 

invested the night there,” Harvey stated. 

Gareth was a gangster in the underbelly of the city. If Yvonne stayed at the farmhouse as 

well as spent the night there without returning, the occasions that occurred there would be 

obvious. 

The Sue family members’s loved ones were all astonished. 

They did not expect that the upright Yvonne would do something. 

” Harvey, have you investigated this extensively?” 

” Yeah, you can’t talk nonsense about this. 

This is an inquiry of our Sue family’s reputation.” 

” Yes, yes, yes. It’s finest not to babble regarding it before you’re particular.” 

All the loved ones appeared to be helping Yvonne to speak, however as a matter of fact, 

they were advising the old lady in a periphrastic manner. 

It was such a great possibility to drive Yvonne out of the Sue family members and also they 

wanted it truly was true. 

The old lady asked in a deep voice, “Are you sure, Harvey?” 

” Grandma, I don’t understand exactly what she was doing at the farmhouse, however she 

really did not return whatsoever last night. 

And also, she’s with a person like Gareth, it’s …” Harvey deliberately made it look as though 

he wished to say something yet was hesitant to say it. 

The old lady put her hand on the meeting table with temper and gritted her teeth. 

She barked, “I’ll never ever forgive her if she actually did something to discredit the Sue 

family members!” 

” I didn’t expect Yvonne to please Gareth like that. It’s despicable.” 

” She has cost us our track record and reproached us so much in the past 3 years. I really did 

not anticipate her to get involved in this sort of circumstance currently. 



It’s truly regrettable for our family members.” 

” Harvey ought to be the one to solve this. 

A personality like Gareth may wish to make this matter public. If that happens, the Sue 

family will become Cloud City’s joke once more.” 

The old lady’s face soured even more when she listened to all that and also her expression 

ashened. 

At that point, Yvonne ultimately arrived in the conference room. 

” Granny, Mr. Jude asked me to iron out some files and send them to him, for this reason 

the lateness,” Yvonne claimed. 

” Is it to sort out the documents, or to sort out various other things? 

Have you washed? You scent scandalous.” Yara checked out Yvonne in disdain and also 

intentionally fanned her hands in front of her nose. 

” What are you speaking about, Yara?” Yvonne took a look at Yara rather angrily. 

Yara laughed and also gazed temporarily at Yvonne prior to saying, “You know what I 

indicate. I really did not anticipate you to be such an unpleasant female. Can not your guy in 

the house satisfy you? Did you truly go outdoors as well as have an event?” 

 


